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Updates on Chapter, Airport and Aviation Happenings
We can't meet, but we can communicate! We've assembled several updates
here that we hope will be of interest to the Chapter membership during these
extreme times. Our thanks to those who have contributed below. Your
contributions to the next issue are requested and appreciated. Share your
news, your adventures, your observations - all welcome! Send to
communications.org

How to get the most out of our hobby in these times
of social distancing - Octavian Codreanu

It's no surprise that we're not flying that much with the epidemic going around
us. Social distancing means there's no way to organize a fly-out, all airport
restaurants are closed (and most other restaurants only do take-out) and you
can't get a rental car or any other form of transportation at your destination, if
you were to plan some off-airport activity.
No wonder then that the local frequencies have been very quiet, even when
we've had some gorgeous flying days. But it shouldn't be that way – take
advantage of the quiet time and go fly some more! You're most likely stuck in
the house doing chores – here's your ticket to freedom! An aircraft needs to fly
– keeping the engine lubricated and the moving parts moving is the best way to
prolong their lives. And that makes a good excuse to go to the airport, too.
It's a good time to try to
convince family members
and other people living
with you to give aviation a
(second) chance. Maybe
they were not that

they were not that
impressed in the past, or
they had a bad
experience that got them
to say they'll never fly
with you again. But now,
they're a captive (for the
most part) audience.
Time to get them to try it again. Maybe they'll like it this time. When cabin fever
is running high, getting them out for a flight will feel good. Especially if you get
out of the pattern and take them on a sightseeing trip. Why not show them
some interesting landmarks from the air?
Even if you're not night current, you can still take passengers out (up to an hour
after sunset) and show them how good things can look from the air.
Night currency brings us to another good point. While we're all (generally)
current (with the notable exception for a lot of us of not being night current),
how many of us could call ourselves proficient?
Staying current is easy – not too many requirements to begin with, especially if
you don't have an Instrument Rating to maintain. Have a valid flight review, a
current medical (more on that later) and (if anyone will fly with you) three
takeoffs and landing in the preceding 90 days for the type of flying you plan on
doing (day or night). Easy, right?
But we shouldn't stop there – let's get ourselves above the minimum
requirements imposed by the FAA. Try some new things:
Give yourself a mini flight review. When is the last time you practiced slow flight
and stalls? Go out there and do it. Same with all the other maneuvers that you
had to master for your check ride. Throw in a couple simulated in-flight
emergencies. Practice landing to a full stop with a simulated engine failure in
the pattern. We all hope it won't happen to us, but we'd better be prepared.
Most of us are based at
uncontrolled airports, and
lots of us don't feel at
ease talking to ATC. Well,

ease talking to ATC. Well,
now's the time to get over
it. With the sharp decline
in air traffic, commercial
and private, most ATC
facilities aren't that busy
and will gladly
accommodate you if you call them, even if your skills aren't up to what they'd
normally expect. Most towered fields will gladly welcome you for all sorts of
approaches and pattern work, and if you want to get comfortable operating in
Philly's Class B, now's the time to call them and ask for a clearance. Slim
chances of being denied.
Remember those family members who would most likely join you now on a
sightseeing trip? The center part of Philadelphia could be a great place to see
from the air. Or other interesting places in what would usually be busy airspace.
If you're not night current, how about you get yourself comfortable flying at night
again? Start with a sunset flight, and practice flying more and more until you
can log your three landings at least one hour after sunset (or one hour before
sunrise, if you're that determined). Remember to play it safe, especially if you
haven't done it in a while. Practice at an airport that has some sort of a visual
glide path indicator (and an ILS approach, if your plane is equipped with a glide
slope receiver) – it will give you a good reference to adjust your sight picture.
Before traveling, especially if you'll cross state borders, make sure that you're
aware of the latest travel guidelines and restrictions in the states you'll be flying
through. You might have to land somewhere else (either because you've
decided to check the fuel prices or because you want to go for a walk in that
neighborhood), and you wouldn't want to be stuck there (or when coming back)
for two weeks because one state has imposed a mandatory quarantine once
you've set foot there. Proper planning is more important than ever.
And while we're on
the topic of
guidelines and

restrictions, one
last thing: while
the FAA has
announced that
they won't enforce
expired medicals
between March
31st and June 30th 2020, don't be so quick to fly with an expired medical. Yes,
the FAA won't be after you, but most insurance policies require a valid medical
anyway. And the FAA isn't extending the validity of those medical certificates,
they just won't throw the rule book at you for flying without one. Call your
insurance company before flying, and make sure you get a statement from
them about this, preferably in writing.
Safe flying! - Octavian

Restoration of 1943 Taylorcraft L2M - Jon Martin

Sitting around the campground at EAA Air Venture 2018, Court Dunn, JJ

Sitting around the campground at EAA Air Venture 2018, Court Dunn, JJ
Martin and myself discussed the possibility of restoring a 1943 Taylorcraft L2M.
This would be the second L2 that I restored. The first, I finished in 2004 and
flew it to Oshkosh with my wife, Rachael, but sold it shortly after that to fund my
1946 Fairchild 24 restoration. This decision to sell the L2 was one that I always
regretted as it was such a fun flying economical airplane.
At Oshkosh JJ, Court and I decided to go in on partners and acquire another
L2M project. Over the next 2 years this would be a joint effort to totally restore
and fly it to Oshkosh once completed. To have the opportunity to share my
passion in aircraft restoration with Court and JJ was a tremendous opportunity.
Sharing my knowledge on tube and fabric with JJ, as others have taught me
along the way, was a thrill and one I hope he will remember forever.
This 1943
Taylorcraft L2M
was restored to
100% historical
accuracy using
original military
engineering
drawings and
documentation.
This aircraft
includes all the
“correct” original radios and trailing wire antenna it would have during WWII.
On March 26th, 2020 the restoration was completed and it was time for N46149
to take to the skies once again. This would be the first time back in the air since
1973. This particular morning was perfect for a test flight, calm winds and clear
skies. The L2 did not disappoint, everything worked as it should, including the
trailing wire antenna and the spoilers. Yes I said spoilers! This model of the
Taylorcraft L2 is an “M” model which were originally equipped with spoilers. Our
focus now is getting everything finalized for the journey to Oshkosh 2020.
I look forward to
talking with the

talking with the
Chapter
membership in
greater detail
about this project
once we all get
passed and
released from
quarantine - Jon
Martin

Membership is Our Strength! - Paul Dolan
I’m pleased to report that our membership is strong and annual dues have
been paid by the majority - 155 members! This is a testament to the great
group we have, a true sign of loyalty, dedication and support - we thank you!
As we all pass thru these uncertain times please know that
your Chapter is doing everything possible to stay safe and
strong. We are able to do this with your dues and your
generous donations and with the cancelation of our yearly
income generators we need you more than ever. Help us
ensure the future of EAA240 by paying your annual dues or
offering a small donation.
Let's all stay safe and sane and keep our eye on the future - Paul Dolan,
Membership Director

Personal Limits - Opportunity for a Refresh? - Bud
Swenson
The weekend Chapter 240 fly outs have been cancelled! Hotels and

restaurants are in “take out” mode if they are open at all. Social distancing has
kept us close to family but away from friends. The situation for flying may seem
like marginal VFR at best, but in the midst of all this grey, there is blue sky
above that mist.
So maybe you can’t fly out to your favorite breakfast joint. What about just
flying out? We all have to stay current and that alone is a great excuse for
wheels up and a few greasers to log. Who else is stuck in the house with you?
Maybe they would like to have a change in attitude too while you practice turns
around a point or winging a few laps around the patch. It is also a great
opportunity to talk to them about something more than the fear of running out of
Charmin Ultra Soft!
I pulled up my
“Personal Limits”
reminder just
looking to find an
excuse to fly. It
also has my list of
flight maneuvers
that I want to
practice keeping
me proficient. I
have it mostly
memorized, but in
review I found it to
be woefully deficient under corona virus conditions. S-turns down Route 1
needed to be added. Turns around a point had to be over Octorara Reservoir
because of the great standard rate turn view. Did I mention Lazy Ate's?
Keep current! See for yourself that the sky is still blue! - Bud Swenson

New Garden Flight Connection - Court Dunn

For the latest arrangements addressing
the Flight School during the pandemic,
hear from owner and Chapter members
Court Dunn here or click the image >

Paramedics & Health Work - Aviators - Melissa Ortega
Melissa (a Paramedic herself) reports that helicopters are playing a large role in
transferring patients and accident casualties between hospital facilities, and
across state lines. Her photograph captures both state helo's at Christiana
Hospital. Our collective thanks to all health and hospital staff in our region, and
beyond.

President's Message - Mike Parry
On behalf of the Board and Operations Committee I hope this - our new
Chapter Newsletter - finds you and your families well, healthy and social
distancing!

As you are only too well aware and along with most groups and services, we
have cancelled or postponed all Chapter activities through May. We'll miss out
on many Chapter gatherings and events, and we'll also see a marked drop in
Chapter income as we are unable to hold our fund-raising Pancake Breakfasts.
This makes our annual membership dues our sole source for a major portion of
the year. We are a strong, healthy Chapter with a committed and engaged
membership and our funding levels will sustain us for the present. Your Board
will continue to closely monitor the situation and report regularly on our status.
I also wanted to remind you that your Chapter Hangar is accessible but ask that
you fully comply with all regulations, recommendations and guidelines
regarding the COVID-19 pandemic response. Any questions, or to arrange
hangar access, please contact me, or John Leslie, the Hangar Manager
(hangarmangager@eaa240.org).
Lastly, let us know how this Newsletter works for you. It takes a fair amount of
effort. Worth it? Want to see more? Your feedback will help. Thanks.
Please don’t hesitate to contact any member of the Board with questions,
concerns or updates. A listing of Chapter contacts is here.
Most importantly, stay well, look after yourself and others. This too will pass.

Mike Parry, President

Our Next Issue!
The next issue of our Chapter Newsletter will include:
results of the recent Membership Survey - some fascinating findings!

working with other Chapters
hangar lighting upgrade and other hangar projects
online aviation courses and useful websites
anything else you would like to submit for inclusion
(communication@eaa240.org)

Questions, comments feedback? email us here president@eaa240.org
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